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 Just Embrace    the Warmth
The first time I took a bikram yoga 
class I thought I was going to pass 
out. Peer pressure is a helluva drug, 
man. I had a Groupon and the next 
thing I knew I was doing downward 
facing dog in a room that was heat-
ed to 105F.  I was fairly certain I was 
going to throw up, black out, or have a 
stroke. Luckily, neither happened, and 
I lived to see another day. But I was 
by no means ready to sign up for the 
yoga lifestyle. Fast-forward two years 
and I’m doing the bird of paradise 
pose and the heat is like a warm hug 
that has fully enveloped me. I have 
found my happy place. 

Walking into Charm City Yoga (7 
Allegheny Ave, Towson, 21204) for 
their bikram yoga class immediately 
calms me. I know that for the next 
90 minutes I will no longer be able 
to think, dwell, or ruminate on any 
of the multitude of trivial things that 
cloud my brain on a daily basis.  This 
by no means is supposed to signify 
my deep spiritual shift into the calm-
ing oceans of the yoga mindset. I do, 
however, really like getting bendy. ■

Yoaga Mat- $65
Gray and Yellow tank - $100
Charcoal Yoga pants - $62
Orange and Gray tank- $38
Gray Yoga pants - $23
Yoga towel - $20

Glass water bottle - $15
Sports Bra - $70
Yoga mat - $30
Wrap - $60
Modern woman statue - $120



Heating up the   
      Red Carpet

Trance Red Carpet 2014 Cannes 2014 Spike TV Guy’s Choice 
Awards

Hot

Rosario

red



Five Books You 
Should’ve Read  
in 2014

Five Books You 
Should Read  
in 2015



Gray 
Washed

Bobby Brown Cream eye shadows
Diane von Furstenburg Bently wool dress - $620
Smartwool Liner glove - $20
Bar III gold tone stone earrings - $32

T by Alexander Wang silk satin top - $88
Michael Kors tri-fold wallet $118
Oliver Peoples sunglasses - $325
Aldo boots - $70
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1. Les Copains Wool Jacquard Coat, $599 GILT.COM

2. Sabine Mara Fur Trim Coat, $119 PIPERLIME.GAP.COM

3. Tinley Road Long Line Funnel Neck Coat, $149 PIPERLIME.GAP.COM

4. Piperlime Collection Faux Fur Anorak, $98 PIPERLIME.GAP.COM

GUCCI



20 
Questions 

with Angelina Jolie

1) How many pairs of shoes do you own? Hmm, I guess about 100. I wear a lot of 
heels and sneakers.

2) If you were prime miniser/ruler of the world what laws would you make? Marriage 
equality for everyone. 

3) If you were a super hero what powers would you have? Oh, that’s an easy one, mind 
reader. I mean, I’m already pretty good already...mom-radar.

4) and what would your hero name be? The Pinnacle

5) and what outfit would you wear? Something black and stretchy.

6) What was your last dream about? Ha, I never remember my dreams. I’ll tell you 
what I dream about, Brad and I sleeping through the entire night without 
waking up to a kid in between us. 

7) What talents do you have? Not telling.

8) Can you juggle? Nope

9) Can you solve a rubix cube? Yes

10) Do you have a cherished childhood teddybear? I used to, but I gave it away to 
Maddox. I think he still has it...he better.

11) Are you psychic in any way? I’m psychic in all ways.

12) Are you a good dancer? Brad’s better. But I do try.

13) Are you a good singer? The worst

14) Are you a good cook? I am honestly trying to get better. 

15) Are you a good artist? Define art...

16) Are you a good listener? It’s hard when there are so many voices racing 
around, but I think I am getting better.

17) Are you a good public speaker? I think so, they keep asking me to say things out 
loud in public placs. 

18) Have you ever had any brushes with the law? If you don’t know, then I’m not 
telling.

19) Have you ever been on TV? Um, what?

20) Have you ever met any celebrities? For reals?


